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Academic Record
Master in "Musical Creation and Interpretation" by the URJC
(performative TFM: "La Pavane pour une Infante défunte by
Maurice Ravel. Interpretive study of the piano version based on
the orchestration of the composer"), Graduated from the
Superior Conservatory of Piano of Music of Barcelona
(Extraordinary Honorable Mention) and University Expert in
"Diagnosis and education of students with high abilities" by
UNED.
Miguel Vizoso has a solid technical and musical training as a
performer, mainly consolidated with the training received by
the concert pianists and pedagogues Miquel Farré and Iván
Cítera (who was his last and most influential teacher), and
complemented by renowned musicians (A. Jasinski , J.Colom
and Paul Badura Skoda among others).

Miguel Vizoso

Professional Experience
He has extensive experience in the training of pianists,

He has a solid musical
training, a higher degree in
Piano in Barcelona, a Master
of Musical Creation from the
URJC and a university expert
in diagnosis and education of
students with high abilities.
He has extensive experience
as a piano teacher and trainer
in different Spanish
conservatories.
Currently he is part of
different groups, in addition
to continuing his path as a
pianist, teacher and jury at
different festivals.

developed mainly at the Conservatorio Superior de Música de
Aragón, where he was a Specialist Professor of Piano (20052010), and as an officer of the Galician Corps of Music and
Performing Arts Professors. Lover of Chamber Music, he is part
of the trio "Sarela Ensemble" with Anne Scholossmacher (viola
of the RFG) and Nicolás Otero (clarinet of the Municipal Band of
Santiago), and of the "Esthesia Piano duo" with the CSM
Professor Coruña Yolanda Delgado.
He is invited as a jury in piano competitions and festivals (Real
Club Náutico de Vigo, Peregrinos Musicais), and to give master
classes and lectures at universities (Alfonso X el Sabio University
of Madrid, USC).
He is currently pedagogical director and jury at the "Piano
Meeting Festival in Ourense ”.

